USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10305.02

Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE CREW OF THE USS GENEVA REMAINS ON LIRIDIAN PRIME, LEARNING HOW TO RIDE THE DRAGONOIDS, PREPARING FOR THE BATTLE WHICH WILL COME SOON
CTO_Usimov says:
::walks toward her dragonoid to feed him and ready him for the battle that is coming::
CO_Eden says:
::Stands at the door of the keep still feeling the slight rumbling of the ground::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Leaning against Grenador the Dragonoid, eyes closed, feeling the suns on his skin::
CSO_Taal says:
::sitting down under a tree cross legged::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::stretches and opens her eyes, looking out of the cave at the dragons and the rest of the crew:: Self: Silly childrrrren.
XO_Shras says:
:: preparing his gear for the mission ::
CSO_Taal says:
::eyes are closed and breathing deeply::
OPS_Cailand says:
::relaxed on a rock, slightly stretched out and eyes closed. She is meditating, but also enjoying the warmth of the sun..::
CSO_Taal says:
::attempting to meditate::
Host Bob says:
ACTION: ALMOST UNBEKNOWNST TO THE CREW, LIRIDIAN MINOR HAS GRADUALLY MOVED CLOSER TO LIRIDIAN PRIME, AND THE ENERGY RIBBONS ARE NOW ON THEIR WAY.... THE CLOSENESS OF THE TWO PLANETS CAUSES INCREASING AMOUNTS OF SEISMIC ACTIVITY
Plenty says:
::looks over at her brother and wishes he would concentrate on the task ahead instead of the alien Captain::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Getting ready to learn how to fly the dragons::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Staying on the ground to avoid falling::
Wren_Losic says:
::Listens for Ekel as the tremors increase::
CTO_Usimov says:
::plants feet firmly at the feeling of more rumbling::
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: All this shaking could be avoided if we were airborne.
CO_Eden says:
::Walks out towards her dragon and sees that he's devoured all his pebbles::
Wren_Losic says:
::Moves closer to the Captain and starts to speak, but see Plenty's look and pauses::
Plenty says:
::walks over to her brother:: Wren: The time is near. You must prepare the rest.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::yawns and gets to her feet and walks outside the cave for a bit of sun. Nods to the CSO and OPS::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Senses an urgency in Grenador::
CTO_Usimov says:
::piles more pebbles in front of her dragonoid::
Host Ekel says:
~~~Losic: The shaking grows, the ribbons will be here soon... are they ready? They have done well in time too short to measure~~~
CSO_Taal says:
::did not see the CIV nod::
Wren_Losic says:
::Gives her a long look:: Plenty: I know my task, fear not
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel: I will gather them~~~
CO_Eden says:
CTO: Think he's full yet?  ::Watches Lt. Usimov continue to feed her dragon::
OPS_Cailand says:
::eyes still closed, body unmoved, she calls out to the still-waking-up cat:: CIV: Have a nice nap, Tlatoani? ::again, the name is pronounced perfectly::
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: A HEAVY TREMOR REMINDS THEM ALL HOW CLOSE THEY ARE TO PERIL.... THEN ANOTHER SHAKE AND ANOTHER.....
Wren_Losic says:
Plenty: Sound the horns it is time to ride
CSO_Taal says:
::opens his eyes::
Plenty says:
::glances at the Captain:: Self: She will be his ruin.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::finds a warm rock to rest on and wonders when they will be returning to the ship:: OPS: It was sufficient.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Tears off the tattered leg of his uniform's pants to make shorts:: SELF: Need all the traction I can get to stay on the big guys back.
CTO_Usimov says:
CO: I am not sure, sir!  He just keeps eating whatever I put in front of him.
CSO_Taal says:
::unable to concentrate due to the tremors::
Plenty says:
::nods to Wren and goes to fetch the horn::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises one eyebrow, eyes still closed:: CIV: Indeed. They will be leaving.... and we shall move to the cave you were just in if the need arises.
CTO_Usimov says:
CO: How much of this will they eat?
CSO_Taal says:
::gets up onto his feet and brushes off the dirt::
Host Ekel says:
~~~Losic: They should all eat, at least one last meal, as the time will be long before they can eat or rest again~~~
CSO_Taal says:
::sees the OPS and CIV::
CO_Eden says:
::Smiles:: CTO: Well, as long as he's not too heavy to fly...
Plenty says:
::pulls the horn from her dragonoid's saddle bag and blows it loudly::
CSO_Taal says:
OPS/CIV: Ms. Cailand, Ms. Tlatoani.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Checks for ample supply of stones loaded on the dragon's sides::
CSO_Taal says:
::nods his head::
Wren_Losic says:
CO: The horns will sound, Call your people we must eat one last time
XO_Shras says:
:: walks to the Captain ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::opens one eye to look at the CSO, then shuts it again:: CSO: Mr. Taal.
CTO_Usimov says:
::stifles a giggle:: CO: No, I don't think so, he could use a little fattening up.
Host Ekel says:
~~~Losic: The other Ones are ready, but leery of their new riders.... the Matched are all prepared, but also leery of the new ones......~~~
XO_Shras says:
CO: Still wanting to go into this chase?
CSO_Taal says:
::walks towards the keep::
CO_Eden says:
::Nods to Wren Losic:: Wren: I'll call my crew to the keep.  We'll meet you there.
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel: Their hearts are good, this I feel~~~
CO_Eden says:
XO: We can't back out now Commander.
CTO_Usimov says:
::after putting the last of the pebbles in front of the dragonoid, stands, and feels rather hungry herself::
CSO_Taal says:
::approaches the keep::
Plenty says:
::returns to her brother's side, horn in hand::
Wren_Losic says:
Plenty: We will feast, and then it is time,. See that they all come to the Keep
XO_Shras says:
CO: Remember, I'm not letting you get killed in this....that would look bad on my record... :: makes is version of a smile and walks back to the keep ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Approaches Kat:: CTO: Just wanted to wish you luck up there and request you be careful?
Plenty says:
Wren: I have signaled once for the feasting time.
Wren_Losic says:
::Reaches out and touches her arm:: Plenty: What would I do without you?::
CSO_Taal says:
::enters the keep and sits down in the nearest chair::
CTO_Usimov says:
::nods toward Zach:: CNS: Don’t worry, I will be VERY careful.  Best of luck to you also.
CO_Eden says:
::Grins and follows Shras, seeing that her crew has already begun for the keep:: XO: Anything but that Commander.
Plenty says:
::smiles:: Wren: Lost brother. You would be forever lost in the nether reaches.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Turns to go. Thinks-She must need time alone:: CTO: Thanks.
CTO_Usimov says:
::walks with the Captain toward the Keep::
CTO_Usimov says:
CNS: You’re welcome.
Corin says:
::finishing putting on her riding clothes and heads for the saddle room::
OPS_Cailand says:
::sighs slightly and effortlessly stands and walks tot he Keep, her eyes open and scanning for the Captain.... and the others of the crew::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: Lieutenant, care to join us for a meal?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Strolls behind the other feeling the warm earth under his bare feet::
Wren_Losic says:
Plenty: I will lead them as I always do
CTO_Usimov says:
::notices OPS entering the Keep::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Why do we have to eat all the time? Shouldn't we get up there? ::Points to the sky::
Plenty says:
Wren: I know brother, but remember to attend to Ekel first.
OPS_Cailand says:
::catches the CTO's eye, and moves toward the back... but still near enough to the Captain::
CTO_Usimov says:
::nods and moves to the other side of the Captain::
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: SEVERAL DAYS MORE HAVE PASSED, LIRIDIAN MINOR IS NOW AT ITS CLOSEST POINT AND THE EARTHQUAKES HAVE INCREASED TO ALMOST A CONSTANT SHAKING, THE ENERGY RIBBONS ARE CLOSING ON LIRIDIAN PRIME
XO_Shras says:
:: wonders if the planet will be able to stay in one piece or if it will disintegrate from all this shaking ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Getting use to walking as the ground shakes::
Wren_Losic says:
::Steps out to the plateau and takes a final look at the land before the ribbons come::
CTO_Usimov says:
::feels herself planting her feet firmly on the ground once again::
CTO_Usimov says:
<Self>: I seem to be doing that a lot down here; I do wish that rumbling would stop...
Plenty says:
::moves up beside her brother:: Wren: Beautiful is it not?
CO_Eden says:
XO: I don't think the quakes can get worse then this.
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: THE WARNINGS GO OUT FROM THE CLOSEST KEEPS TO THE FURTHEST, THE RIBBONS ARE COMING, THE RIBBONS ARE COMING.......  AND ALL ARE PREPARED FOR THE FIRST ARRIVALS....
Wren_Losic says:
Plenty: It is as it should be, but I fear I will not be able to keep it that way
XO_Shras says:
CO: My question is: Can the planet survive the stress from this..
CEO_Stricker says:
::Wondering around try to track down the seismological activities::
Corin says:
::stands outside the Keep and looks at her beautiful homeland once again::  Self:  I will miss my beautiful planet.  She will never look the same after this.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Overhears the Captain as he passes by her and Shras:: CO: Yes, they can get worse if we don’t get up there quick::
Plenty says:
::rubs his arm:: Wren: Ekel has faith in you as do the rest.
CO_Eden says:
XO: I think it already has many times.  Generations in fact.  ::Remembering what Wren Losic told her::
Host Ekel says:
~~~Wren: it is time...  we must take flight now...  to meet the challenge~~~
Wren_Losic says:
Plenty: I am glad of your faith. It is time
CTO_Usimov says:
::thinking the time is drawing near::
Corin says:
::heads for the saddle room and takes her saddle from its place and goes to saddle Hunter::
Plenty says:
::nods and pulls out the horn and begins to blow::
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel: I am coming my friend~~~
Wren_Losic says:
Plenty: I will summon our friends
CO_Eden says:
::Hears the horn::  XO/CNS: Time to go gentlemen.
XO_Shras says:
CO: One day the rock will just break in parts like a glass being too many times hit without breaking, some damages are not visible, but accumulate until...
Wren_Losic says:
::Turns and goes to find the Captain::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees some riders preparing to go:: WREN LOSIC: Should we get ready to go too?
Plenty says:
All: Wren says the time is come. Prepare yourselves.
CTO_Usimov says:
::walking toward her dragonoid::
XO_Shras says:
CO: But my only concern is that it holds on one more time only...
CSO_Taal says:
::follows the others::
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: THOUSANDS OF DRAGONOIDS AND THEIR RIDERS MAKE FINAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE CHALLENGE. BAGS OF STONE ARE LOADED FOR EACH....
CSO_Taal says:
::prepares his dragonoid for battle::
CTO_Usimov says:
::readies her dragonoid::
Plenty says:
::moves to her dragonoid and checks the saddle for the supplies::
Wren_Losic says:
CO: Captain, It is time to fly
CO_Eden says:
::Begins walking:: XO: Let's hope it's not.  Our victory over these ribbons could be our only chance to get back to the Geneva.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Rushes to get his saddle and secure it to the beast::
CTO_Usimov says:
<Self>: What are we getting ourselves into??
Corin says:
::mounts up on her steed::  Hunter: My beloved and trusted friend, today is the day we go to save our home world.  Fly like you have never flown in your life.
CO_Eden says:
Wren: My crew and I are ready.
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: THE POINTS ON LIRIDIAN PRIME THAT ARE CLOSEST WILL BE THE FIRST TO BE ATTACKED BY THE ENERGY RIBBONS, MINDLESS THEY ARE, BUT OF ONE MIND THEY ACT
Plenty says:
::swings up into the saddle and settles herself::
CTO_Usimov says:
::nods toward Captain Eden, to show her support::
CSO_Taal says:
::Saddles up, lock and loads::
CTO_Usimov says:
::checks to be sure the saddle is tight::
Wren_Losic says:
CO: To your mounts. ::Moves to Ekel and pats him as he climbs aboard::
Corin says:
::sitting on her dragon she looks towards Ekel and nods::
CTO_Usimov says:
::mounts her dragonoid::
XO_Shras says:
:: mounts his dragon, which he cannot remember the name they told him ::
CO_Eden says:
::Watches him for a brief moment before going to her own dragon and climbing into the saddle::
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel: Be swift and fierce my friend~~~
CNS_Bauer says:
::Strapping himself to the saddle and planting his hands and feet in their stirrups, he hangs on tight:: GRENADOR: Good luck, bud. SELF: WHaaaaaaa-hooooo!1
Wren_Losic says:
::Looks around at the group, to the Captain and finally to Plenty::
Plenty says:
::can hardly rein in her dragonoid:: Manoran: Today you will be victorious. ::pats him gently::
Corin says:
~~~Hunter:  Let’s go and defend our homes.~~~
CTO_Usimov says:
Tigrett: The time is near, are you ready?
Wren_Losic says:
::Shouts as Ekel  spreads his wings and rears :: ALL: To the sky.
Corin says:
::Hunter pulls at the reins wanting to take flight::
CNS_Bauer says:
<GRENADOR>::Rises to his massive feet and stretches his wings::
Wren_Losic says:
::Urges Ekel to the edge and tightens his grip::
Corin says:
<Hunter>::Spreads his massive wings and launches himself into the air smoothly::
XO_Shras says:
:: Somehow his dragon doesn't seem to dislike Shras, despite his cold attitude and lack of recomforting talks ::
CTO_Usimov says:
<Tigrett>: Spreads his wings and takes off in flight::
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: THE APPROACHING ENERGY RIBBONS DIVERT FROM THE CLOSEST PLACES TO PLACES WHERE TECHNOLOGY RESTS... NAMELY, THE SHUTTLE FROM THE USS GENEVA... AND TO A LESSER DEGREE, TO PLACES WHERE ANY OF THEIR TECHNOLOGY REMAINS...
Plenty says:
::taps her heels against Manoran's sides as he begins to rise into the air::
CNS_Bauer says:
<GRENADOR>::With a mighty run and leap jets into the sky and falls into formation::
CSO_Taal says:
::his dragon flies into the air::
Wren_Losic says:
::Catches an updraft and makes a steady turn toward the Shuttle in the distance::
Corin says:
<Hunter>::senses the urgency and picks up speed with out any urging from Corin::
CTO_Usimov says:
::keeps her dragon toward the back of the crew from the Geneva, to keep them all in her sights::
CO_Eden says:
::Relaxes as the dragon lifts up and the shaky stops:: Alastar: Alastar, that was your name right?  Good luck to both of us... and here's to a smooth flight.
Plenty says:
::moves in close to Wren's position, looking behind her to see where the Captain and her people are::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Would love to try wind surfing standing on the back of this thing sometime::
CO_Eden says:
::Turns the dragon toward Wren and Plenty, looking behind her to see if her crew is following::
Corin says:
::keeping her distance from the humans but staying with them to make sure that they don't fly into trouble keeps her eyes on Plenty and Wren Losic::
CSO_Taal says:
::flying on his dragon following the leaders::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks - it’s a good thing Grenador is navigating or we'd be in front of Wren. Smiles to himself::
Wren_Losic says:
::Shouts:: CO: Alastar will know where to go, just let him guide you
CEO_Stricker says:
::Is scanning around the planet trying to work on the  seismology reports::
Corin says:
::feeling the smoothness of Hunter under her she smiles::
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel~~~: They will come to the craft first will they not?
CTO_Usimov says:
::allowing Target to guide her in the right direction::
Host Ekel says:
~~~Losic: See, the ribbons come..... ~~~ ::understands Wren's thoughts about where the ribbons will head and makes for the location of the stranger's craft::
CTO_Usimov says:
<Self>: This flying thing isn't all that bad.
Corin says:
::Hunter changes course and all the others change as well and heads for the strangers craft::
Wren_Losic says:
::Sees the signs and nods to Plenty::
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel: To battle we go~~~
Corin says:
~~~Hunter: Into battle we go now fly and fight for our homes.~~~
Wren_Losic says:
CO: They are there. ::Points ahead::
Plenty says:
::points to the sky so the others can see the direction from whence the ribbons are advancing::
CTO_Usimov says:
::looks in direction of the ribbons::
Corin says:
::watching Plenty looks at the direction of the ribbons::
CNS_Bauer says:
GRENADOR: I'm right here. Let's do this.
CSO_Taal says:
::sees the ribbons approaching::
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: AS IF OUT OF NOWHERE, NUMEROUS BATTLE HORNS SOUND...... ALERTING ALL TO THE BATTLE AHEAD... AND TO THE DANGERS
CTO_Usimov says:
::hears battle horns and looks once again to the advancing ribbons::
CO_Eden says:
::Looks forward as Wren points, seeing the ribbons on the horizon:: Wren: I see them.  We're going to battle those energy ribbons with flames from the dragons?
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel: Take us high, we will need the speed and space to turn~~~
Corin says:
~~~Hunter: We can do this.  This is what I trained you for and this is what you were bred for.  I have faith in you my beloved. ~~~
XO_Shras says:
:: scans his surrounding to get an idea of what is going on and were to go ::
Wren_Losic says:
CO: It is the only way. Do not fear Alastar will take good care of you
Host Ekel says:
::soars upward::
XO_Shras says:
:: follows the group but remain on the edge, looking for dangers from the outside of the circle of dragons ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Flying straight up::
Wren_Losic says:
::Takes a last look at the group as Ekel strokes his huge wings to gain altitude::
Plenty says:
::urges Manoran onwards and upwards, higher and higher::
CO_Eden says:
Wren: I'm sure he will.  ::Looks at her dragon, realizing he knows what he's doing more then she does::
Corin says:
::Hunter extends his massive wings even larger and heads high into the clouds::
CTO_Usimov says:
::notices Tigrett is gaining altitude::
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: AS THE ENERGY RIBBONS FINALLY ARRIVE, THEY CAUSE THE SKY TO LIGHT UP WITH A STRANGE IRIDESCENCE
Corin says:
::sitting lower in the saddle to help Hunter gain more altitude::
Wren_Losic says:
::Motions for the Captain to spread the group out so as not to collide, when the chaos::
CTO_Usimov says:
::looks around at the bright sky, and thinks how beautiful it looks::
OPS_Cailand says:
::stands, observing the sky and watching what she can see of the dragons.... which isn't much, but enough.::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks - If it wasn't so serious I'd say "Ooooooooo Pretty light"::
Wren_Losic says:
::Quickly grips the reins as Ekel turns on his side without warning to avoid a thread::
Corin says:
::Hunter suddenly side steps to avoid hitting another dragon as they come out of the bright light::
CO_Eden says:
::Turns around and motions for her crew to spread out::
CMO_Tunik says:
::walking from absolute no where trying to keep his bearings... he felt weird... :::
Corin says:
~~~Hunter: Steady my beloved the light is bright but it won't blind you.~~~
CSO_Taal says:
::flies his dragon closer as it breathes a stream of fire at the ribbons::
CTO_Usimov says:
::moves further away from the group at the Captain's request::
CNS_Bauer says:
<GRENADOR>::Takes a position away from the crowd::
CO_Eden says:
::Alastar continues to gain altitude, the air gets thinner::
Corin says:
<Hunter>: Takes aim and lets out a breath of fire at the nearest ribbon.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Feeds Grenador some stones:: GRENADOR: Fire up the pilot light.
Plenty says:
::moves between two ribbons swiftly heading ever upwards::
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel: Let’s lead them from the windward side~~~
CTO_Usimov says:
<Tigrett>: Breathes fire at the moving ribbons.
OPS_Cailand says:
::closes her eyes and reaches out with her mind.... she doesn't press on the minds of the crew, but senses what they are feeling.... she suppresses the sensations from the ribbons and the dragons....::
OPS_Cailand says:
::recites a Betazoid chant taught to her by the minions.... it is supposed to pass energy through the mind::
Wren_Losic says:
::Feels Ekel tense as he prepares to singe a thread::
Corin says:
:: Hunter turns his massive head for some stones and Corin feeds him::
Plenty says:
::dives sharply as another ribbon approaches::
CTO_Usimov says:
::Holds out some pebbles for Tigrett who needs them for the fire he breathes::
CMO_Tunik says:
::sees Raine and quickly moves to where he can see her, she looks a lot younger than ever before::
CO_Eden says:
::Jolts to the right as Alastar fires a burst of flame at a ribbon::
Corin says:
<Hunter>: Heads for another ribbon and lets his fire go.
CTO_Usimov says:
::feels an extra energy come into her body::
Host Ekel says:
::Ekel yields to Wren's guidance and flies towards falling ribbons, all the while building the furnace in his belly::
CNS_Bauer says:
<GRENADOR>::Soars behind an incoming death thread and fires it out of the sky::
OPS_Cailand says:
::recites the chant again, her chin elevating slightly as she concentrates, the words roll naturally off her tongue::
CO_Eden says:
::Feeds Alastar a few of the pebbles::
Plenty says:
<Manoran>:: belches loudly, the fire in his belly now reaching out to touch the ribbon::
Corin says:
~~~Hunter: You need to fuel the furnace come eat.~~~
CSO_Taal says:
::his dragon swoops up and fires another blast::
CTO_Usimov says:
::feels more energy entering her body, looks around to see if she is the only one feeling it::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Can't help but give a holler and a outburst of excitement as he watches the dragon maneuver to take out two more ribbons, in turn::
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: THOUSANDS OF DRAGONOIDS AND RIDERS FILL THE SKIES ABOVE LIRIDIAN PRIME, WITH DRAGONS BELCHING FLAME AT RIBBONS THAT INSTANTLY CHAR AND FALL BENIGNLY TO THE EARTH BELOW
Wren_Losic says:
:: Begins a slow diving turn as Ekel belches flame against the thread::
XO_Shras says:
:: trying his best to be useful but keeps himself from doing too much and end up dead because he is not as experienced as the others ::
CTO_Usimov says:
::watches as the ribbons steadily burn and fall::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Careful to keep a distance from other riders::
Corin says:
::turning his massive head once again he takes the rocks and lets out a belch of flame at a ribbon heading for Wren Losic::
OPS_Cailand says:
::has spared the energy she can... and hopes it helped somewhat..... She lowers her head back to its normal level and opens her eyes, then sinks to the ground to a sitting position to observe as her body and mind recover the energy passage......::
CSO_Taal says:
::Watches as some of the ribbons fall::
Corin says:
~~~Ekel: Watch out, here comes Hunter.~~
CSO_Taal says:
::his dragon continues its pyro attack::
CNS_Bauer says:
GRENADOR: Yeah! There goes another!
CEO_Stricker says:
::Looks up and sees the sky fill with dragons::
Corin says:
::Hunter hits the closest ribbon to Ekel's right and destroys it::
Plenty says:
::reaches back and secures some pebbles and tosses them to her dragonoid:: Manoran: Eat your fill and send the ribbons back .
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: ONE OF THE RIBBONS FALLS WHERE THE SHUTTLE WAS RESTING.... THE SHUTTLE GLOWS FOR A SECOND, THEN FADES, AND ALL SEE THAT THE SHUTTLE WILL NEVER FLY AGAIN.... THE GROUND NEARBY SEEMS TO SHRIVEL
CTO_Usimov says:
::watches as the shuttle burns::
CO_Eden says:
::Tenses as Alastar dives to attack another ribbon thinking that all those years of flight training could never prepare her for this::
Wren_Losic says:
::Sees Corin coming in at an angle and adjusts his descent and is clipped by one of the threads and almost falls from Ekel::
Corin says:
::watches as the shuttle burns:: Self: Oh no not the shuttle!
Host Ekel says:
~~~Losic: See below.. We need to scorch or there will be nothing left~~~
CNS_Bauer says:
<GRENADOR>::Sees one ribbon get by them as it races towards the ground, goes into a nose dive and nails it before it can touch down.   He quickly goes on the upswing to avoid a crash. SELF: WHooooaaaaaaa! Oh, Help.
Corin says:
~~~Losic: Are you alright???~~~
OPS_Cailand says:
::feels eyes on her after a moment and turns her head and eyes to search for the person observing her....::
Plenty says:
::swings around and takes Manoran down  towards the shuttle's remains::
Wren_Losic says:
:: Catches his balance and nods to Corin, urging Ekel to rise again::
CSO_Taal says:
::sees the shuttle become a casualty of the battle, the dragonoid continues its pyroblasting::
Corin says:
~~~Hunter: Eat your fill there are more ribbons to destroy my beloved dragon.~~~
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: OFF IN THE DISTANCE ARE SHRIEKS OF PAIN, AND THE ROAR OF SEVERAL DRAGONOIDS.......   THEY WERE TOUCHED BY RIBBON......   AND THE SHELL OF REMAINS FALLS TO THE EARTH BELOW
CMO_Tunik says:
::steps forward... behind Cailand curious what the hell she's doing:: OPS: Are you okay Raine?
CTO_Usimov says:
::watches as some of the dragonoids literally fall from the sky::
CNS_Bauer says:
<GRENADOR>::Flying low to the ground charges upward blasting his flame going through, one, two, three waves on a row... destroying them as we pass::
Corin says:
::Looking towards their fallen comrades and pales as they fall from the sky::
OPS_Cailand says:
::felt the shock of emotions and shudders slightly.... she pulls her knees to her chest and encircles them with her arms as she continues to look at the sky.... her voice is quiet:: CMO: You cannot feel..... The air is electrified with a mix of emotions. Death.... fear.... terror..... anger.....
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: SEVERAL ALSO SUFFER GLANCING BLOWS THAT DO NOT KILL BUT DO CAUSE EXTREME PAIN AND DAMAGE.....
CO_Eden says:
::Stays aware of her surroundings and any ribbons that might creep up on them::
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel: Urge them up, we must attack from the top down~~~
Corin says:
::feeling the pain of the dragons she urges Hunter higher in the air::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Must block out the devastation and death.... must concentrate on task::
Host Ekel says:
~~~Losic: We cannot get above... there is too much ribbon falling..~~~
CTO_Usimov says:
::makes sure that Tigrett is getting all the ribbons that come their way, as she doesn't want to end up as toast::
CSO_Taal says:
::sees a ribbon and flies towards it::
Plenty says:
<Manoran> ::comes up behind Ekel and nudges him before moving off towards another large ribbon::
Corin says:
~~~Hunter: We must go higher.  I know you feel the pain of your comrades but the fight must go on.  I have faith in you my beloved.~~~
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel: Then we get as high as we can and fight as we must~~~
CSO_Taal says:
::sees the CNS flying towards the same ribbon::
CMO_Tunik says:
::can barely feel what's inside his own body... but he can feel this new... yet familiar... old existence in his head:: OPS: I... am currently in an ill state. I'm certain under other conditions... I'd be fine.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Flies up then along side of Taal and Company to join his in the destruction of a rather large ribbon::
CSO_Taal says:
::combines his fire attack with the CNS on the same ribbon::
Corin says:
<Hunter>: Flies as high as he can go and begins a new attack on the ribbons.
OPS_Cailand says:
::frowns, then stands and turns in one fluid motion until she is facing Tunik:: CMO: How are you ill?
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: ::yells loudly:: HOW YOU DOIN"?
Wren_Losic says:
::Turns and looks as Plenty flies past::
CTO_Usimov says:
<Tigrett>: Increases his altitude to try to get above the ribbons::
CSO_Taal says:
CNS: WELL SO FAR, COUNSELOR! YOU?
Corin says:
::follows Plenty and heads to help her with the ribbon::
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: I think I'm having fun and I probably shouldn't be.
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: AS THE BATTLE PROCEEDS, THE DRAGONOIDS AND RIDERS SEEM TO NATURALLY FORM UP INTO TIGHT GROUPS OF FIGHTERS, COORDINATING THEIR EFFORTS, BUT THE RIBBON CONTINUES TO FALL WITHOUT BREAK
Plenty says:
::looks at Wren and smiles as she passes::
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks into Raine's eyes... they were more familiar now than ever before, he somewhat understood why:: OPS: I've broken the laws of time, the temporal prime directive, and the laws of right and wrong.
CSO_Taal says:
::face is starting to get covered with soot::
CTO_Usimov says:
::Hearing the voices of Zach and Taal she looks around to find them close by::
Corin says:
~~~Plenty: I am right behind you.~~~
CO_Eden says:
::Flies towards Tigrett and Usimov as the ribbons continue to fall::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow and while her initial reaction was to take a step back, she does not for some reason..... Though she also restrains herself from stepping forward toward Tunik::
Wren_Losic says:
:: Turns Ekel toward a group of thread and begins his pass::
OPS_Cailand says:
CMO: How so?
CMO_Tunik says:
OPS: Mind meld... a mind meld with... myself.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: I'm going to skim the surface. You get a better view of the oncoming then you can fly up to greet them.
OPS_Cailand says:
::frowns slightly, her eyes dart between his:: CMO: One cannot meld with oneself. Perhaps meditation?
Host Ekel says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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